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Under Contract NASI-3899 Task Order 17, the contractor was authorized
to furaish the services and materials necessary te design, fabricate and qualify
a Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module Prototype.
This report presents a summary of the design and qualification
tests performed on the module. !
Upon completion of this Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module
Prototype test program, this module was delivered to Goverrs,ent Bonded
Storage for assignment as GFE on some future contract.
Subsequently this module prototype has been refUrbished under














Based on the results of the qualification test program conducted
on the Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module Prototype, it is concluded that
this module meets all the requirements for integration into the Scout systems














Under Contract NASI-3899 Task Order 17 dated 15 January 1965, the
contractor was authorized to furnish the services and materials necessary to
design, fabricate and qualify a Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module Prototype
for use on the Scout Vehicle first and second stages. Upon completion of the
qualification test program, the unit was to be inspected and accepted by the
Bureau of Naval Weapons representative and placed in bonded storage for
assignment at a later date to another NASA contract as Government Furnished
Equipment.
In general the following NASA Statement of Work was used to perform
this task.
A-I. The Contractor shall provide a qualified design and prototype with
the following characteristics:
1.1 The configuration of the module shall be designed under support
engineering (Contract NASI-3657) and approved by NASA.
1.2 It shall be interchangeable between first and second stages
(exclusive of tunnelu and tunnel support studs).
1.3 The module shall be qualified for the worst environment antici-
pated from all combinations of Castor I, Castor II and Algol.
1.4 The module shall not require a tunnel which is larger than the
maximum size of existing tunnels in "B" section interstage region.
1.5 The module tunnel shall employ existing or qualified components
wherever possible; e.g. transition "E" battery boxes.
1.6 The module tunnel shall be physically protected from contact
with blast or ram air down the tunnel.
1.7 The module tunnel shall be covered with a separate tunnel section,
which shall be isolated from the effect of rocket blast at separation.
1.8 The module tunnel shall have easily-installed batteries.
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I.IO In addition, the Contractor shall define and designthe complete
interface with existing vehicle components.
I.II The Contractor shall provide detail design of modifications re-
quired to adapt the modules to the existing Scout electrical and mechani-
cal configuration, including layouts and isometric drawings of the com-
plete installation.
1.12 The Algol and Castor pressure transducers shall be installed on
the headcap of the rocket motors leaving ampla access for installing side
insertable squibs.
1.13 All components located in the modules shall be completely
accessible upon removal of the module ttmnel covers.
1.14 The destruct tube installations shall be relocated on the Algol
and Castor motors to be consistent with the module addition.
1.15 The design shall employ the existing auto destruct pressu1_
switch design.
1.16 All tooling shall be suitable for follow-on production.
1.17 The Contractor shall provide detailed design of changes or
additions to ground support equipment (in-plant and field) required to
test the modules. It is not intended that the Contractor prepare procedures
for in-plant or field testing until a production incorporation point
is established, but an outline of the tests and their purpose, is required.
1.18 The effort shall include the following:
1.18.1 Incorporate a stronger tunnel flap door clip8 for
B-section and o-_eculon pvr _@SA drawing LX ouogA4A.
1.18.2 Incorporate lanyard hold down clips for B-section and
C-section per NASA drawing LX 80891hA.
B-I. Final report containing the following:
I.I Definitization of requirement.
1.2 Design philosophy and approach.
1.3 Description of the work performed on this contract.
1.4 All design criteria, both mechanical and electrical.
1.5 All analyses, including but not limited to, loads anal-
ysis, thermal analysis, stress analysis, circuit analysis, reliability
analysis, failure mode analysis, vibration analysis, etc.
1.6 Description and outline of test program.











1.8 All test plans plus test reports including those for
development, evaluator, simulator, and qualification tests.
1.9 Complete mechanical and electrical interface drawings
suitable for incorporating the module on Scout.
i.I0 Summary of Design and Qualification limits as pertains to
structural loads, temperatures, shock, vibrations, pressure, electri-
cal loads, etc.
i.ii All other pertinent material.
The basic requirement for the Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module
is to remove the auto destruct cor_onents from within the vehicle transition
sections to an installation located in the vehicle wiring tunnel. Removal of
the auto destruct components from the transition sections eliminates the
direct motor ignition blast impingement and possible shrapnel damage resulting
from break-up of the separation diaphragm during vehicle staging. Damage
to the auto destruct components or connecting wire bundles could possibly
result in premature auto destruct of the vehicle stages.
The design philosophy and approach used during the design of
the Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module is conventional and consistent
with that used on the Scout vehicle. No new concepts or methods of
analysis have been used on this task.
A description of the work accomplished by the Engineering sections
is presented in separate sections. These sections are 1.O Introduction,
2.0 Stress Analysis, 3.0 Mochanical Design, _.0 Electrical Design, and
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The purpose of this section of the report is to present the stress
analysis of the structural components of the tunnel mounted auto-destruct
module.
DESCRIPTION
There are two auto-destruct modules per vehicle. One module is
mounted externally on the first stage motor and one is mounted externally
on the second stage motor.
The major structural components of the auto-destruct module consist
of a 12 ply fiberglass tunnel cover supported by three small aluminum
sheet metal bulkheads. The bulkheads are attached to an aluminum mounting
plate. This mounting plate is attached to pads located on the first and
second stage motor cases.
The auto-destruct module tunnel is a portion of the entire
vehicle tunnel and extends from station 259.49 to station 292.64 on the
second stage motor and from station 496.15 to station 529.30 on the first
stage motor.
LOADS
Design loading conditions for pressure loads and inertial loads
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Destruct System components shall be relocated from their present
locations in Lower B and Lower C Sections to eliminate the possibility of
blast damage during stage separation.
Components to be mowed are:
a) Destruct Safe/Arm Initiators and associated destruct tubing.
b) Auto destruct Batteries.
o) Auto destruct Lanyard Switches.
d) Auto destruct Pressure Switches.
e) Electrical wiring for above components.
The relocated components shall be assembled together into modules
attached externally to the forward end of Algol and Castor motors fonnlng a
part of the Guidance Tunnel.























Prototype Module Assembly -
a) Drawing 23-002973 was prepared to define the module assembly and
installation on both Algol and Castor motors.
b) The following drawings were prepared for this assembly:
23-002942 - "Wiring Diagram"
23-002962 - "Bracket Assembly"
23_002963 - "Bulkheads,,
23-002964 - "Pressure Switch Modification,,
23-002965 - "Bracket - S/A Unit"
23-002966 - "Tunnel Cover"
23-002967 - "Adapt_r- Pressure Switch"
23-002968 - "_ard Switch,
23-002969 - "Cover - Arming',
23-003125 - "B_ndle Assembly,
c) In addition, the following existing drawings were changed by E.O.
to add Module Assembly requirements s
23-000423 - "Plug Assembly - S/A Unit"
23-002632 - "Battery - Assembly"
Test Configuration Drawing -
Drawing 23-003187 was prepared to describe the assembly to be tested.
In addition to the 23-O02973-1 Module Installation, the Test assembly
consists of the Lower B Guidance Tunnel, the Lower B Headcap Pressure













III. Future Installation Modifications -
a) The Destruct Module Installation on future vehicles has been defined



















































Vehicle 131R(Systems Evaluation Vehicle)
a) The Destruct Module installation on Vehicle 131 is defined by the




I 23-002973 IModule Instl.
23-002970 IBT-H/C Pressure --
-- System






















b) This installation contains only one Module which is located on the
forward end of the Algol motor.
c) The BLHeadca p Pressure System on this vehicle conMins a pressure












V. Castor Motor Tunnel Tab Location -
a) In order to make the attachment of the Module interchangeable
between the first And second stage motors, relocation of 3 Castor
tunnel tabs is necessary. Drawing 23-003224 has been prepared to
define the new tunnel tab requirements. Interim provisions have
been incorporated into the module to permit its use on existing
Castor motors.
VI. Acceptance Test Specification -
Acceptance criteria for the Module is specified in Spec 305-637.
VII. Mechanical Ground Support Equipment -
The effect of the addition of the Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module
on the mechanical GSE was investigated and found to be limited to the
tie-down over the forward end of the Algol, the tie down over the forward
end of the Castor, and the "C" section support arms on the Mark II and _fR
launchers.
Engineering (in the form of EO's to appropriate drawings) has been
prepared to accomplish the small changes required and will be released if
a requirement is established for production incorporation of the Auto Destruct
Module.
(Engineering necessary to permit use of the prototype module on Vehicle
S-131R was released and the effort on the Algol forward tie-down has been
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Vlll. Auto-Destruct Module Tooling
The following is a list of Project Tools fabricated for the A/DModule Program.
These tools represent the total accountable tools for this program. Several
miscellaneous templates, form blocks, etc. were fabricated by production as
"shop aids" and are not accountable.
I. PCP 23-002966-3 S/N 906933 - This tool is a Plaster Pattern made to the
....inside mold line of the tu-nnel and is used to fabricate the KBMP 23-002966-3
Bonding Mold. It was fabricated as follo_s:
A. The Engineering drawing (tracing) was photographed on a metal
sheet (template stock). Cross sectional templates were fabricated
at each transition station to a common Ref. line.
B. The cross sectional templates were then mounted on an aluminum
base to form guide for troweling plaster.
C. Plaster (hyorocal) is then poured and troweled smooth to fit contour
of templates. No tool drawing is used to fabricate this type tooling.
. KBMP 23-002966-3 S/N 906934 - This tool is a Kirksite Bonding Mold that is
used to bond t_ tunnel c_ver. It is fabricated by casting the mold from
a pattern made from the template set-up PCP 23-002966-3, Item I.
3. PCP 23-003152-2 S/N 906935 - This tool is similar to Item #I tool and is
fabricated in the same manner.
4. KBMP 23-003152-2 S/N 906936 - This tool is similar to Item #2 tool and is
"_" _abriBated in"'the S_ manner.
5. KBMP 23-003153-2 S/N 906932 - This tool is similar to Item #2 tool and is
.... fabricated in the same ma_er.
The "Shop Aid" tools mentioned above are tools that are only used for low
quantity and "one shot" programs. They are made to the Engineering drawings
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4.0 ELECTRICAL DESIGN AND CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
P^O,_.o. 4.0
4.1 Introduction
This section presents a description and analysis of the Destruct Module
electrical system.
4.2 Description of Components
The eleotrical components in the auto-destruct module consist of a
pressure switch (23-002964-1), two batteries (23-002632-1) and two lanyard
switches (23-002968-1). All pyrotechnic circuits are wired with_2OAWD single
conductor shielded wire.
PRESSURE SWITCH
The pressure switch is made up of two SPDT Hayden switches actuated by
a pressure sensitive plunger (see Ref. 4.A). An input pressure of i00 to
150 psig is required to operate the plunger to close the contacts. A mechanical
latching device is provided to secure the switch in the closed position. When the
required pressure is reapplied to the switch the mechanism will unlatch and allow
the contacts to open at a reduced input pressure level of 50 + 5 psig.
AUT0-DESTRUCT BATTERIES
Each of the module batteri@s consists of eight I%405'7 battery cells
packaged per Reference 4.B to deliver 12 volts with a one amp-hour capacity.
Voltage regulation anddischarge test results are tabulated in Reference 4.D.
IA/NYARD SWITCH_ES
An MS27240-1 snap-action switch is fitted with a lanyard-pull swivel
nut to create the lanyard switch (see Reference 4D ). Connection to each contact
of the SPDT switch is made through a _20 A_, single conductor wire provided as a
part of the switch. Wire shields are externally provided at installation.
4.3 Description of System Operati0n
An auto-destruct module, wi_ich incorporates a pressure switch as a part
of the initiator circuitry, is installed in both first and second stages (Hef.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Destruct of third stage must be accomplished through
direct co_mmand.
The pressure switch is latched mechanically (contact closure) prior to
launch, completing the auto-destruct circuit except for the open contacts of the
lanyard switches. A motor chamber pressure of 100 to 150 psi is required to
unlatch the mechanism. Contact opening occurs when the motor headcap pressure
decreases to 50 _ 5 psi, deactivating the auto-destruct system during normal
staging.
While the switch is energized, closure of both lanyard switches in either
stage is necessary to complete the circuit and initiate destruct. Closure of
o. aoa, I LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, INC.
REPORT NO. 23._0_
PAGE NO. _.l
The second stage lanyard switches prior to second stage ignition will result in
both first and-second stage destruct. A set of isolation contacts provided on
a Stage II lanyard switch, is installed between stages to avoid destructing
upstream (Reference Figure 4.3), i.
External monitoring of the physical positioning of the lanyard
switches in both stages is provided up to the point of umbilical release
(Reference Figure 4.4). '
Since all modules are designed to be electrically identical, direct
substitution may be made in either stage without changes in the module or
vehicle wiriz_.
4.4 Circuit Analysis
Figure 4.5 shows a single system equivalent circuit of the complete
auto-destruct system. The pressure switch is shown in the latched position
and all line and component resistances are shown as lumped quantitites. If the
stages separate independently of each other, the current provided to the squib
is 16.5 amps at 5.5 volts (typical of both stages). If the stages separate
at "C" section and remain intact, the current supplied to Stage I is 8.2 amps;
Stage II current is 12.8 amps. A total of 21 amps is being supplied by
Stage II battery at a level of 4.1 volts (see Reference 4.D). In each case
stated above, the squib current is well in excess of two times the manufacturer's
suggested minimum all-fire current. No maximum current limitations are placed
on the squib by the manufacturer.
EGSE Modifications
Certain changes inGround Support Equipment are necessary to accon_nodate
the above design• They are:
i. Addition of adpater cable for pressure switch bench test.
2. Rework A/DModule Test Cable (see Ref. E)
3. Reidentify affected positions in test point selector switch and
Positions Ii and 13 onDIgnition Ledex (Z305).
4. Update A/ cables in the cable plant (see Ref. F)
5 _a_+_,, _a_v _1_t_ posltlons ll and 13 on B/HArming
Console (see Ref, O).
6. Add "A/D safe" indicator to Destruct Test Panel of C & E Test Set
(Ref. H), B/HArmlng Console (Ref. G), B/H Ignition/ Destruct Systems Monitor
console (Ref. J), Portable Destruct Test Set (Ref. K), and Flyaway Simulator
Test Set (Ref. L).
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Pressure Switch Modification Auto-Destruct - 23-002964
Battery Assembly Payload Separation "E" Section - 23-002632
Switch Assembly Lanyard Release - Auto-Destruct System - 23-002968
Voltage Regulation and Discharge Tests of Eight PM05 Battery Cells.
LTV Report No. 23.93
Cable Assy. Auto Destruct Module System Test - Electronic Test Equipment
- 321-O0261
Wiring Book - Cable Plant Scout Std. Sys. Test Equipment - 331-39900
Ign. Arming Console Unit #7 - NASA Scout B/H Equipment -331-01500
Destr. Test Panel Assy. - Scout in-plant Test Equipment - 401-30036
Ign./Destr. Mon. Unit #14, NASA Scout B/H Equipment - 331-02350
Destr. T/S - NASA Scout Test and C/O Equipment - 326-00125














This report documents the environmental qualification testing of
the Auto-Destruct Module and associated tubing assembly which was performed
dnder Contz_¢tNo. NAS 1-3899, Task Order 17. Test results are summarized
and the test requirements are presented by the Test Request. Test results
were satisfactory andit is concluded that the Auto-Destruct Module and












II. Environmental Qualification Testing of the Auto-Destruct Module
This test was conducted to demonstrate the structural, mechanical,
and electrical adequacy of the Auto-Destruct Module by the successful completion
of the environmental qualification test requirements. The environmental
test requirements are detailed by the Qualification Test Request.
A. Pro-environmental Tests - The module was subjected to the
pre-environmental tests as prescrlbed by the te_t request. No out-of-tolerance
conditions were observed. A view of the module without cover is presented in
figure I.
B. Qualification Tests - The environmental qualification test para-
meters included vibration, shock, acceleration, temperature-shock , temperature-
altitude, and humidity. Each test parameter is discussed briefly in the following
paragraphs s
(z) Vibration tests - Fixture evaluation tests were first conducted
in accord'ance with the requirements of the Test Request.
•Curves of the resulting amplification factors versus frequency
are shown in figures 13 through 31. A photograph of a
typical monitoring and recording setup for fixture evaluation
and vibration is shown in figure 2.
Next,the vibration inputs for each axis were shaped
according to results obtained from the fixture evaluation
tests. These test inputs are shown by Tables I, 2, and 3.
The module was then subjected to these levels in each major
axis as required by the Test Request. A typical vibration
setup for the moduled is sho_n by figures 3 and _. Curves
of amplification factors versus frequency are shown in
given by figure 52. Performance of the Auto-Destruct
Module during vibration and post-vibration was satisfactory.
(2) Shock tests - The module was shock tested as specified by
the Test _equest. The test setup is shown in the photograph
of figure 5. Module performance under shock testing was
satisfactory.
(]) Acceleration tests -The typical acceleration test setup
for the _u_6-Destruct Module is shown in figures 6 and 7.
The Auto-Destruct Module satisfactorily completed the accel-
eration tests as prescribed by the Test Request.
(4) Temperature-Shock tests - Two chambers were prepared, one
for high temperature and one for low temperature. The module
was installed and monitored as shown by figures 8 and 9 for
high and low temperatures respectively. The module satis-
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by the Test Request.
(5) Temperature-Altitude tests - The module was installed in
the temperature_altitude chamber as shown in figures IO and
Ii and subjected to the tests as required by the Test
Request. From thermocouples mounted outside and inside the
cover, and on four of the components, a set of curves of
temperature versus time were plotted and are presented as
figures 53 through 62. This test was successfully completed.
(6) Humidity test - The module was installed in the humidity
Chamber, _s sho_n in figure 12, and subjected to the test
cycles as specified bythe Test Request. Module performance
under humidity testing was satisfactory.
C. Post-Environmental Tests - The post-environmental tests were con-













III. Environmental Qualification Testing of the Auto-Destruct Tubing Assembly
The purpose of this test was to demonstrate the design adequacy of
the Auto-Destruct Tubing Assembly under vibration qualification conditions.
A. Qualification Tests - Envirom, ental qualification testing of the
Auto-Destruct_bing Assembly consisted of vibration testing to the requirements
specified for the tubing assembly by the Test Request.
Fixture evaluation for the vibration test setup was conducted and
curves of the resulting amplification factors versus frequency are shown in
figures 63 through 76.
The tubing assembly was subjected to the resulting shaped vibration
inputs presented in Table 4. Curves of amplification factors versus frequency
are presented in figures 77 through 93. Photographs of the test setup and
instrumentation are presented by figures 94 through 97. During the first
axis of the vibration test, the bonding between the pressure line support bracket
and the test fixture broke. An investigation revealed the cause of failure to
be due to improper handling of the bonding agent, EPON 934, prior to usage.
With proper EPON 934 handling procedures, the bracketry was rebonded and retested












IV. Results and Conclusions
The Auto-Destruct Module and Tubing Assembly satisfactorily completed
the prescribed environmentalqualific=tion test requirements. It is therefore
concluded that the module and tubing assembly design is enviroraaentally qualified
to the Scout environmental qualification criteria. Also, it is concluded that
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TUBING ASSEMBLY VIBRATION INPUTS AS
SHAPED PER FIXTURE EVALUATION
(Longitudinal and Transverse Axes Only)
Page No. 5.6a
Report No. _3.205
Test Duration Frequency (CPS) Level
(See) Lower Upper Random GRMS Sine ± "G"
500 55o --- 35.o
55o zooo --- 2o.o
60 1ooo 15oo --- 35.o
zSoo 2000 --- ]_2.o
2_.o h.o 80 --- 4.5
20 _00 --- 12.0
_00 550 --- 35.0
1_-_ 550 zooo --- 20.0
zooo 15oo --- 35.o
15oo 2oo0 --- Le.O
160 20 20OO 3.o ---
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TEST REQUEST-QUALIFICATION TESTING OF
THE AUTO-DESTRUCT MODUI_ AND TUBING ASSEMBLY
Paragraph i. The Auto-Destruct ModtLle
I.] PL_POSE - The purpose of this test is to demonstrate the structural,
mechanical a_d eiectrical adequacy of the Tunnel-Mounted Auto-Destruct Module by
the successful completion of these environmental qualification tests.
].2 TEST S_ZCI}ZN - The test specimen shal] be the prototype Tunnel-
Mounted Auto-Des%ruct_Zdule LTV P/N 23-002973.
1.3 TEST PROCEDURE -
1.3.1 Inspection - (i) Upon receipt of the test specimen, the laboratory
personnel shall visually inspect it for evidence
of damage received during shipping.
(2) After each environmental e×posure the test specimen
shall be inspected for mechanical degradation
(cracks, loose parts, etc.). If a discrepancy
is observed during testing, it shall be recorded
on the data sheet and the Astro Reliability
Engineering Representative shall decide whether
to continue testing.
1.3.2 Pre-Envlromnental Performance Requirements - The test specimen shall
be tested at standard lab0rat01D_(ambient) Coffditions. The r_sults of this
test shall be recorded and all further perfol_ance checks reco_ed and compared
to these results.
1.3.2.1 Test Setup
1.3.2,1.1 With Tunn_l Cov_r Removed
I. Disconnect P122 and P123 from J122 and J123 respectively. Place
clean, dry plastic caps over J122 and _23 for protection.
_.° If the lanyarfl pins are not installed, install them.
3. If the safety pin is installed in the S % A unit, remove it and
do not replace it until test completion.
h. Check for continuity between pins 5 and 6 of P125 (continuity
indicates that the S & A unit is in the safe position). If no contlmnity is
indicated, apply 28 VDC momentarily to pins ?(+) and I(-) of PI2_. Recheck
for continuity betw_¢en pins % & 6 of P125.
5. Connect the N2 oressur_ source to the hea(Icap pressu_ s:Mbch.
Do not apply pressul_, (Ensure that the pressure switch latch pins _r_ dis-
engaged).










1.3.2.1.2 Continuity Checks - With:
I. Lanyard pins installed in lanyard switches.
2. S & A unit in safe position.
3. No pressure applied to pressure switch.
4. No p_rer applied at batteryconnectors.
5. Continuity is defined as a resistance indication of less than
one (i) ohm. For an indication of greater than one (I) ohm,
the value shall be recorded on the data sheet.
6. Check continuity as indicated by the table that follows:
F125 P125 Continuity
From Pin To Pin Yes No (value)
9 7
5 6
3 C+)* 1 (-3 .
2 (+)** 1 (-)
Power Circuit - * 4.8 to 6 ohms in SAFE position
•* 4.8 to 6 ohms in ARM position
No continuity shall constitute failure.
1.3.2.1.3 Measure Resistance for Same Conditions:
From To Correct Value
P124 - Pin 5 P124 - Pin I I00 ± 6%
P124 - Pin 3 P124 - Pin 2 ohms
An out of tolerance reading shall constitute failure.
Value Read
1.3.2.1.4 Pull the lanyard pin of switch SIOI and read continuity between:
From To Continuity
Yes No (value)
Pin 5 of P122
Pin 5 of P123
Pin 4 of P124
Pin 6 of P124
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1.3.2.1.5 Pull the lanyard pin of switch SI02 and read continuity between:
F rom
Pin i of J121
Pin 4 of J121
To
Pin 3 of P124
Pin 5 of P124
Continuity
Yes No (value)
A no continuity condition shall constitute failure.
1.3.2.1.6 Gradually apply pressure to the headcap pressure switch. Monitor
and record the pressure at which switch activation occurred as indicated on
pins 2 and i of PI21 also on pins 5 and 4 of PI21. Switch activation shall
occur at i00 to 150 psi. Stop applying pressure at 600 psi. Maintain the
pressure constant at 600 psi. Check for continuity between pins I and 2 of
PI21 also between pins 4 and 5 of PI21. A no continuity shall constitute
failure.
1.3.2.1.? (No power applied to P122 and P123). Momentarily apply 28 VDC
to pins 3 (+) and I(-) of P125. Check for continuity between pins 5 and 4
of P125 also pins i and 2 of P125. A no continuity condition shall constitute
failure.
1.3.2.1.8 Apply 28 VDC to pins 2(+) and I(-) of P125 (This places the S and A
unit in "safe" position, check for continuity between pins 5 and 6 of P125.)
1.3.2.1.9 Gradually vent the pressure to the headcap pressure switch. Monitor
and record the pressure at which switch deactivation occurs as indicated on
pins 2 and I, of PI21, also on pins 5 and 4 of PI21. Switch deactivation shall
occur at 50_-IO psi) +12 psi.
1.3.2.2 Insulation Resistance Measurements- No pressure to the pressure
switch, install lanyard pfns, and ma_e all e_lectrical connectors. Using
a megohmmeter, measure the insulation resistance between the pins indicated
below. Record any value less than 2 megohms.
From To Check OK or record value
Less than 2 Megohms




5 All pins of P125













Check OK or record value
Less than 2 Megohms _





Fin 3 of P124
3
3
Pin 4 of F124
4
4
Pin i of P124
Fin 2 of P124
















All pins of F125
Pin 4 of 9124
i
All pins of F125
Pin I of F124
2
All pins of P125
Fin 2 of F124
All pins of P125
All pins of P125























Check OK or record value
Less than 2 Megohms








Pin 2 of P125
2
2
Pin 3 of P125
Pin i of P125








Pin 3 of P125
I
7
Pin 7 of P125
Pin 7 of P125
1.3.2.3 Voltage Checks - With all electrical connectors mated:
I. S & A unit in safe position
2. 600 psi applied to pressure switch
3, ._,_!!the lanyard pins of both switches
4. Monitor and record the following voltages under a one ampere load:
(Resistive load applied between monitoring points)
Voltage Callout From To
n.5 ± i_c sy, #i
n.5 ± i v_ sys #2




NOTE: Do not apply load more than 30 seconds. A voltage other
than specified shall constitute failure.
5. Vent the pressure to the pressure switch and note that the voltages
go tO zero.












1.3.3 EnVironmental Conditions Required - The environmental conditions
required a_e vib_atibn, _hohk, ac_eieration, temperature-shock, temperature-
altitude, and humidity. The test procedure and test sequence shall be as
follows:
1.3.3.1 A. Vibration - shall be conducted in accordance with paragraph
3.9 of LTV Specification 304-50 except that the "G" level, frequency range, and
sweep rates shall be as specified in Table I. The vibration schedule of
Table I shall be performed only one time for each axis. Random vibration
shall be performed after the sinusoidal in each axis prior to orientation for
vibration in another axis.
TABLE I
Test Frequency Level
Duration (cps) Rand0m Sfne
(Sec.) Lower Upper "G" RMS + "0"
60 500 2000 - 8.0
240 40 80 - 4.5
144 20 2000 - 6.0
160 20 2000 3.0 -
Axes definitions are presented in Figure I on page 5.115.
1.3.3.1.1 Accelerometer Monitoring Requirements During Vibration - Accelerometers
shall be mounted at t_e base of each component to monitor thevibration input.
A minimum of two accelerometers per component shall be used. (This _s
inclusive of monitoring the sensitive axis.) Location of the accelerometers
shall be designated by the LTV reliability engineer monitoring the test. After
completion of the test, the data shall be reduced and presented on 8 I/2 x ii
graph of amplification factor versus frequency for all amplification factors
greater than on_. Each graph shall includ_ a sketch sho.__n_ vibration input
axis and orientation of the monitoring accelerometer for the component
involved. The reduced data shall be included in the test report.
1.3.3.1.2 Fixture Evaluation - Prior to the vibration test, the fixture shall
be evaluated _ithout the b_St specimen attached to the vibration exciter. The
evaluation shall be performed utilizing a sufficient mnnber of accelerometers
or multiple sweeps so that information is obtained in each axis. The amplitude
of vibration shall be + 2 "G", frequency range of 20 - 2000 cps and sweep
rate of 99 seconds. O_e accelerometer shall be designated as control. All
accelerometer outputs shall be recorded and evaluated relative to the control
output. Input spectrum shaping shall be utilized as required to provide the
most uniform vibration input to the test specimen.
1.3.3.2 B. Shock - Shall be performed in accordance with paragraph 3.8 of
LTV Specificat['6-_04-50. The total number, and direction of the shocks shall
be as specified in paragraph 3.8.2 (c) of spec. 304-50 except that the magnitude
shall be 30 g's. Axes orientations are shown in Figure I.










1.3.3.3 C. Accel_ration - Shall be appliedin both directions of the thrust
axis only (Reference Figure I). It shall be performed in accordance with LTV
Specification 304-50 paragraph 3.7 except that the acceleration level shall
be 20 "G" and the time duration per direction shall besufficient to determine
proper operation of the test specimen but not less than two minutes.
1.3.3.4 D. Temperature Shock - Shall be performed in accordance with paragraph
3.3 of LTV S_cification -302£50 except that the number of cycles shall be
six (6).
1.3.3.5 E. Temperature--Altitude - The test specimen shall be placed in the
test chamber and b_ internal chamber pressure shall be reduced as rapidly as
possible to simulate IOO,0OO feet altitude (i.e., 0.32 inches of HG). While
maintaining this altitude, heat shall be applied to the outer surface of the
tunnel cover on the test specimen. The temperature profile of Figure II shall
be followed as closely as possible. When the temperature of the inner surface
of the tunnel cover reaches 335°F (i.e., at approximately 135 seconds on
Figure II), external heating shall be concluded. From this point, the test
shall be continued for no less than three nor more than five minutes as
required to determine proper operation of the test specimen. After test specimen
operation, the internal chamber pressure shall be increased to room ambient
pressure and the temperature of the test specimen shall be allowed to stabilize
to that of room ambient. The above shall constitute one complete cycle and
shall be repeated five times for a total of six cycles.
1.3.3.6 F. Humidity - Shall be performed in accordance with paragraph 3.6 of
LTV Specification 302"50 except that the number of cycles shall be 3 (i.e.,
72 hours) instead of iO (240 hours).
PerformanceRequirements During Application of Environments -
Vibration - System configuration for sinusoidal vibration shall be:
I. All electrical connectors mated (live batteries)
2. Lanyard pins installed in lanyard m_itches
3. 600 psi N2 pressure applied to headcap pressure switch
4. S & A unit in "arm" position
1.3.4.1.1 Monitor on a continuous recorded for a no voltage condition as follows:
From To
Pin 3(+) of P124 Pi.4(-)of P124
Pin 5(+) of P124 Pin 6(-) of P124
A voltage indication shall constitute failure
1.3.4.1.2 Monitor on a continuous recorder for continuity as follows:
From To












Pin 2 of P125-
Pin 7 of P125
Pin I of P125.
Pin 9 of P125
* Power circuit
Discontinuity greater than I0 milliseconds shall constitute failure.
System configuration for random vibration shall be:
I. All electrical connectors mated.
2. Lanyard pins installed in the lanyard switches
3. 600 psi N2 pressure applied to headcap pressure switch
4. S & A unit in "arm" position
5. After 40 seconds of random vibration remove lanyard pins
1.3.4.1.3 Monitor for continuity for the first 40 seconds across the following:
From To
Pin 5(+) of P124 Pin 6(-) of P124
Pin 3(+)of P124 pin4(-)of P124
Discontinuity greater than iO milliseconds shall constitute failure.
Prior to pulling lanyards, place the S & A in the SAFE position. Pull the lanyards
and monitor continuously the voltages that appear as follows:
From To Correct Voltage
Pin 5(+) of P124 Pin 6(-) of P124 11.5 + 1 VDC
m
Pin 3(+) of P124 Pin 4(-) of P124
An out of tolerance voltage shall constitute failure.
1.3.4.1.4Upon completion of sinusoldalvibration in each of the first two
axes perform the following:
i. Place the S & A unit in the "safe" position and verify.
2. Pull both lanyard pins.
3. Measure and record under a one ampere load the following voltages:
(Load will be applied at the monitor point)
From To Correct Voltage
Pin 3(+) of P124 Pin4(-)of P124 11.5 + I VDC
Pin 5(+) of P124 Pin 6(-) of P124
Do not apply load for more than 30 seconds.
voltage shall constitute failure.











4. Vent the 600 psi applied to the pressure switch and note that the
above voltages do not exist.
5. Install lanyard pins
6. Apply 600 psi N2 pressure to pressure switch
1.3.4.1.5 After completion of vibration test and prior to subjecting the test
specimen to shock, repeat the tests of paragraph 1.3.2.
1.3.4.2 Shock - Monitor the sa_e as for sinusoidal vibration per paragraph
1.3.4.1. _ completion of shock test and prior to subjecting the test speci-
men to acceleration, repeat tests of paragraph 1.3.2.
1.3.4.3 Acceleration - Monitor the same as for sinusoidal vibration per
paragraph 1.3._.l_(Note only one axis but both directions). Perform the test of
paragraph 1.3.2.3 after acceleration in one direction and prior to continuing
to the other direction. After acceleration andprior to subjecting the
test specimen to the temperature-altitude, repeat the tests of paragraph 1.3.2.
1.3.4.4 Temperature-Shock - System configuration for each 30 minute temperature
soak shall be:
i. All electrical connectors mated.
2. Lanyard pins installed in both lanyard switches.
3. Ambient pressure applied to the pressure switch.
4. S & A unit in the "arm" position.
1.3.4.4.1 At the end of each of the 30 minute temperature soak and prior to
transferring the test specimen to the other test chamber, perform the following:
I. Check for a no voltage condition between the following pins:
From To
Pin 3 of F124 Pin 4 of P124
D4.,_ 5 P'P 1:>'1")h p4. 6 ^P P!24
A voltage indication shall constitute failure.
2. Place the S & A unit in the "safe" positi_
3. Apply 600 psi pressure to the pressure switch
4. Pull both lanyard pins
5. Monitor and record the voltages under a i ampere load as indicated:
(Load applied between monitoring points)
From To Correct Voltage
Pin 3(+) of P124 Pin 4(-) of P124 I1.5 + 1 VDC
m
Pin 5(+) of P124 Pin 6(-) of P124
An out of tolerance voltage shall constitute failure. Do not
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1.3.4.4.2 After completion of the last cycle and prior to subjecting the test
specimen to temperature-altitude repeat the tests of paragraph 1.3.2.
1.3.4.5 Temperature-Altitude - System configuration for each cycle during
application Of altitude andC t_mperature shall be :
i. All electrical connectors mated.
2. Lanyard pins installed in both lanyard switches.
3. 600 psi pressure applied to the pressure switch.
4. S & A unit in "armed" position
Note: Paint shall be stripped from the fiberglass tunnel covering
prior to temperature-altitude exposure.
1.3.4.5.1 At the conclusion of external heating for each cycle and prior to
repressurization perform the following operations:
I. Check for a no voltage condition between the following pins:
From To
Pin 3 of P124 Pin 4 of P124
Pin 5 of P124 Pin 6 of P124
Any voltage indication shall constitute failure.
2. Place the S & A unit in the "safe" position.
3. Pull both lanyard pins
4. Monitor and record the voltages under a one ampere load as indicated:
(Load applied between monitoring points)
From To
Pin 3(+) of P124 Pin 4(-) of P124
P_ 5(+) of Pi2h _,, _-j of ,_
Correct Voltage
Ii.5 + i VDC
11.5 + ! .vDC__
m
Do not apply load for more than 30 seconds, an out of tolerance
voltage shall constitute failure.
1.3.4.5.2 After completion of the last cycle and prior to subjecting the test
specimen to humidity repeat the tests of paragraph 1.3.2.
Humidity - System configuration for each of the 24 hour cycles shall
I. All electrical connectors mated
2. S & A unit in "safe" position
3. Lanya_ pins install.d
4. No external pressur_ applied to the pressure switch
1.3.4.6.1 No monitoring required during humidity application. Within one hour
after completion of the humidity test perform the tests of paragraph 1.3.2.2










1.3.5 Post-Environmental Performance Requirements - Repeat the tests of
paragraph 1.3.5.
1.3.6 Report+ing of Malfunctions
1.3.6.1 Failure of items to meet the requirements of this Test Request shall be
recorded on Malfunction Report Form AST-4OIOO. All applicable items on the
report shall be completed by the originator.
1.3.6.2 The originator's copy of the Malfunction Report shall be retained by
LTV MED Test Lab and the pink copy shall be forwarded to Astro Reliability
Engineering within 24 hours. The master and all remaining copies shall be
forwarded to Reliability Assurance, Astronautics Division.
1.3.7 Special Instructions for Batteries - In the event of an out-of-
tolerance voltage condition, c4eck the voltage at the battery connectors. If
a battery voltage is low, recharge both the batteries and then repeat the
check. In as much as this test is not intended to qualify the batteries, voltages
of from 9.8 to 12.6 VDC during the test are considered acceptable.
Paragraph 2. The Auto-Destru.ct Tubing Assembly
2.1 Test Specimen - The test specimen shall be the Headcap Pressure
Tubing Assembly as shown in Figure III. The tubing assembly configuration
shall simulate vehicle installation.
2.2 Test Requirements - Vibration only is required. Vibration shall
be applied'pne time in each of two axes. The two axes are (with respect to
the vehicle) longitudinal (thrust), and transverse (radial). Fixture
Evaluation shall be performed in each axis by the method outlined in
paragraph 1.3.3.1.2 of this Test Request.
Any visual predominant vibration mode shape shall be explored immediately
after completion of the vibration test in that axis. Exploration by a hand
he!dvibrometer is suggested.
2.3 Test Procedure
2.3.1 Pre-Vibratlon - The tubing shall be visually inspected and then
assembled on the test £ixture. Respective torque values shall be as specified
on Drawing 23-002970. The Tubing Assembly shall then be checked for leakage
by applyiag 600 psi hydrostatic pressure. If any leakage is detected at
connections, eliminate and proceed with test. Any leakage at seams shall
constitute failure.
2.3.2 Vibration - Constant 600 psla hydrostatic pressure shall be applied
during vibration. Leakage shall constitute failure.
2.3.3 Post-Vibration -
i. Check the torque on each connection and record the value.
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Under Contract NAS1-3899 Task Order 17 CON _umber 1, the contractor
was authorized to :Lncerpomte a pressure check capability into the Tunnel
Mounted Auto Destruct Module Installation. The contractor was authorized
(Reference NASA TWX 8-9488 dated 25 March 1965) to furnish the necessary
services and materials to accomplish the following_
(A) Incorporate provisions in the designs of the Scout B and
C section Tunnel Mounted Auto-destruct Module Installations
for pressure checking the associated plmmblng installation up
%o 1_O percent of the pressure anticipated during flight.
Dual seals shall be used on any Joint that cannot be pressure
/
checked to above levels.
(B) Fabricate necessary tubi_ installations for paragraph D
below and the prototype module installation required under
the task order.
(C) Provide detailed procedures (on appropriate drawings) for
installation of the system on the vehicles, performance of
pressur_ checks ,._"_ prep_rati_ for flight.
(D) Demonstrate mechanical fit, pressure check capability and
accessibility requirements using appropriate Scout hardware.
(E) Provide the test plans and perform the necessary tests to
qualify the system as part of the module installation designs
required under the task order.
(F) Update and incorporate all E.O.'s on drawings and submit
final drawings to NASA.
(O) Include this item in reports to be submitted under this task
order.










The contractor has performed a design study to incorporate a dual
seal on the Joints between the Scout first And second stage motor and the
pressure lines and found that the "pipe thread" port in the motor does not
lend itself to making a double seal type Joint. The pipe thread is considered
the primary seal, and an "O" ring in_talled in conjunction with the pipe
thread would be considered the secondary seal. Since the pipe thread depends
upon a ,Jam" conditien for sealing, the final position of the "O" ring
retaining surface on the pipe fitting cannot be predicted within 0.05 inch.
This figure is the result of installation and thread tolerances.
Other designs investigated included special retainers using two
"O" rings for sealing or one "O" ring and paste type silicone compounds which
would then age to a seal like consistency. These designs were considered
inadequate and impractical. Such designs also precluded proper pipe thread
installation since they blocked a view of the exposed threads which are
counted to assure proper installation.
In view of the above, the contrac$or recommended no change in the
current method _of installation using General Electric RTV-88 as a thread
sealant on both the first stage (23-002432) and the second stage (23-002430).
After a review by the NASA, it was agreed that no change would be
made in the "pipe thread Joint" seal on both the first and second stage
motors. (Reference NASA TWX S-9922 dated I July 1965).
During the test on the basic Tunnel Mounted Auto Destruct Module,
the 'g' levels were monitored on the module pressure switch while transition
section inputs were being applied to the module. This monitored output on the
pressure switch was then used as the ,g' level input for testing the pressure









The pressure check capability developed under Contract NASI-3899
Task Order l7 CCNNumber i was designed and fabricated using the Vehicle
14OC and subsequent coni_guration.
The vibration tests were conducted on the pressure line for the
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APPENDIX A
TEST RESULTS
A test specimen of the headcap pressure tubing assembly, LTV P/N 23-0032.13-1
with the configuration simulating vehicle installation (Vehicle 140 and sub) was sub-
Jected to vibration qualification to demonstrate the design adequaQy of the assembly.
The configuration is shown in Figure i. Vibration criteria utilized was in accordance
with the test request enclosed herein as part of the basic report. The vibration test
was conducted in accordance with test request TR No. 3-52300.0024, Ray. A, Amendment
1C for both the transverse and thrust axes.
The major difference between the previous configuration (P/N 23-002970) and the
present configuration (P/N 23-003212-1) is that the section of tubing to the simulated
transducer has been deleted as indicated in Figure 1. This section of tubing and
transducer is not required for vehicles 140 and sub. With the tubing, transducer, and
mounting point removed, the requalification of this assembly was deemed necessary.
While undergoing vibration, sqpport bracket P/N 23-003212-9 broke loose from the test
fixture during the 20 - 2000 cps vibration sweep at approximately 500 cps, in the
transverse axis. The adhesive Epon 934 which was utilized in attaching the bracket
was completely removed and replaced with RTV-88 as directed by the Test Laboratory's
Change Notice No. 4-24300 W/5CN-Scout-189, The test was repeated in the transverse
axis and then in the thrust axis with no discrepancies occurring. LTV production
• _^_ of o_4drawings have been changed to reflect the use of R_q-88 adhesive in 2_ Epo_n _..
Complete test results are presented herein. Figure 2 illustrates the mounting set-up
of the headcap pressure tubing assembly for the vibration test. Figure 3 shows the
support bracket bonded to the test fixture with RTV-88 adhesive. Figures 3A through
31 indicate the vibration monitoring of the tubing assembly in the transverse axis
utilizing accelerometers. Figures 3J through 3S indicate the vibration monitoring of
the tubing assembly in the thrust axis utilizing accelerometers.
The results obtained after completion of the vibration test were satisfactory
and it is concluded that the auto-destruct headcap pressure tubing assembly satisfies
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Under the basic contract NASI-3899, Task Order 17 CON #i, the
Contractor was required to provide final corrected information (FCI) drawings.
All drawings relative to the Tunnel Mounted Destruct Module have
been revised to include the final corrected information.
A list of these drawings and their applicable revision letter
are presented on page B-2. Drawings identified by an asterisk (*) have
not been final released into the Scout drawing system since no vehicle
effectivity now exists. However, these drawings are complete and need only
a vehicle effectivity assignment.
3 - 61324
DESTRUCT MODULE - DRAWING LIST
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DESTRUCT SYS. INSTL. - IST, 2NDAND 3RD STAGES
BOOST_I UNIONASSEMBLY
CLAMP
DESTRUCT SYS. 1ST STAGE
CIL%RGE - RETAINER CAP
DESTRUCT SYS. - 1ST STAGE
CHARGE - RETAINER CAP
DESTRUCT SYS. 2ND STAGE








23-002966 Rev. A* TUNNEL C0Wz/_
23-003247 Rev. A TUNNEL INSTL. - IST STEP
23-002968 N.C. SWITCH ASSY. - LANYARD RELEASE
23-002969 N.C. COVERASSY. - AP&ilNG HOLE
23-000423 Rev. B PLUG ASSY. - SAFE ARMUNIT
23-003195 Rev. B* BUNDLE INSTL.
23-003293 Rev. A* BATTERY ASSY.
23-003294 N.C. CASE
23-003295 N.C. COVER
23-003311 N.C. ADAPTER - PRESSURE SWITCH
Rev. A* MODULE INSTL. - DESTRUCT TUNNEL - LOWER "B" AND "C"
WIRING DIAGRAM
BRACI_T ASSY. - CO_iPONENTS
BULKHEAD - TUNNEL SUPPORT
SUPPORT BRACKET - EXPLOSIVE INITIATOR
PRESSURE SWITCH ASSY.
PRESSURE SWITCH ASSY.




Eev. A* LANYARD INSTL. - TRANS SECT "B"
Rev. A CLIP - LANYARD
Rev. G* S_,glTCH INSTL.
23-003900 Rev. A TUNNEL MOD. - GUIDANCE
23-003153 Rev. A TUNNEL COVER - L_R. "B" - GUIDANCE
23-003247 Rev. A* TUNNEL INSTL. - IST STEP
o3 _n_]_O Rev A* TUNNEL COVER LWR "C" - GUIDANCE
23-002949 Rev. C* MOD. INSTL. - BLAST SHIELD





Rev. B HEADCAP - PRESSURE SYS. INSTL. - IST STG. MOTOR
Rev. E* FITTING - MANIFOLD ASSY.
Rev. A* FITTINGS - MOTOR - PRESSURE TRANSDUCER





N.C.* HEADCAP - PRESSURE SYS. INSTL. - 2ND STG. MOTOR
Rev. E* FITTING - 5_NIFOLD ASSY.
Rev. A* FITTINGS - MOTOR - PRESSURE TRANSDUCER




Rev. A* LANYARD INSTL. - TRANS '_"
Rev. A CLIP - LANYAI_
Rev. G* SWITCH INSTL.
*THIS REVISION NOT RELEASED
